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.This report is a companion to one published in the 
Winter)996 issue of Textile Topics; relating to the 
development of the micronaire test.[18] As with the 
previous report, former colleagues in the USDA AMS 
Cotton Division provided critical file copies and 
published references needed to document the 
in formation in this report. Special grati tude goes to 
Mr. S. R. Griffith of the Washington Management 
Staff and to Dr. H. H. Ramey in the Cotton Division 
office of the DeputY Director fot Field Operations; 
these men ca:ntributed a major portion of the 

, information referenced here. 

Ea.I,Wo.k -

, C"tton fiber strength is a primary cOJ.1tribulor to 
yarn and fabric strength. Early measurements 
consisted mainly of-slO\Al, tedious and ir:nprecise 
single fi ber measures. Cotton dassers also attempted 
to assess fibe r s,trength by "'snapping" the staple pull 
and using such subj~tive terms as "strong. ... "weak" 
or "'per ished.~ , 

In the 1920s, efforts were made to bre.akgroups 
of fibers with the ends. glued to cardboard or paper. 
"Aft~r mounting in the breaket, the cardboard ~s slit 
and the fibers broken. Some researchers attempted 
to twist the fibers to simulate yarn. All of these were 
unsatisfactory and showed.little relationship to actual 
yarn or fabric strength.1101 

Th. Rou.d lu.dl. r •• t 

In 1926, Dr. E. E. Chandler reported on~ new 
method for breaking cotton fibers by using a bundle 
of fibers wrapped with·a No. 20 cotton thread.18] 
The Tensile Testing machine used was a pendulum 
type, very similar to the one in use here a ~ ITC for 
breaking skeins of yarn. The bundles were wrapped 
under tension and.extreme care was used in the 
sample prepara tion. The size of the bundle was 
determined by measuring the len~h of 10 turns of 
the thread and calculating the circumference and 
area of the bundle. 

Test results were reported in th'ousands of 
pounds per square inch. Chandler reported a 
standard deviation of 300 pounds per square inch for . -

repeated single measures and recommended that at 
least 10 breaks be performed per sample in order to 
produce a reliable average. This method was pub
lished as a tentative ASTM standard in 1935 under · 
the title "General Test Methods afTesting Cotton . 
Fib€rs" Method 0-414. [11 

A more detailed report on the Chandler 
Strength Test was published by Richardson, Bailey 
and Conrad in USDA Technical Bo1letin545, January 
1937.[151 This report not on1ygives [}}ore details of 

. the Chandler method, but provides a good summary 
of previous methods as well. 

The P •••• I., Flat lundle . 

The Pressley Flat Bundle test was developed by Dr. E. 
H. Pressley in 1939. Dr. Pressley was a cotton 
breeder at the University of Arizona at the time, but 
he had been trained in textile manufacturing at 
G emson University. He became-acquainted with a 
precision machinist by the name of Joseph M. 
Doebrich, ~ho actually produced the testing instru
ment using Pressley's designs; 

This test method used a simple inclined plane 
breaker and simple specimen preparation and clamp 

· loading techniques. The Pressley tester ~perated 6 to 
8 times faster than the Olandler method anq 'carre- -
lated well with it. Since the area of the flat bundle 
could not be readily detennined, Pressley recom
mended that a simple ratio of the breaking load and 
the bundle weight be use~ for reporting the results. 
However,. because of the strong relation with the 

· Chandler test (correlation coefficient'" .971), an 
empirical relationship and "look up" tables were 
developed to cQnvert the Pressley index·to the · 
'equivalent Chandler in thousands.of pounds per 
square inch.[141 The USDA lab at Stoneville, Missis
sippi published a complete evaluation of the Pressley 
tester in June 1943.(181 To do the study, eight testing 
machines and four operators were used in measuring 
24 cottons. The results showed significant differ
ences between bOth operators and instruments, 
which made c1ea·r the need for operator training. 
instrument adjustment, and standard cottons for 
calibration. An average of ten.breaks was recom
mended with two operators making five breaks for 

· each sample. The Pressley method was first pub
lished by ASTM in 1952.[21 
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The Pressley machine was quickly adopted by the 
industry and is used to this day in laboratories all 
over the world. The ITCcurrently has two function~ 
ing Pressley instruments to provide these measure
ments when requested by customers. 

- . 
Th. I .... of G.ug. Le", 

The gauge length or jaw spacing for cotton fiber 
bundle strength tests 'was a matter of speculation and 
research as early as 1926. At this timel the practice 
was to put the jaws in contact wit~ each other, 
leaving no length of cotton fibers in a space; this was 
called a '"zero gauge test '". Both the Chandler Round 
Bundle test and the Pressley test adppted the zero ' 
gauge test. . , 

PierceI13], working with single fibers, was 
perhaps the first to advance" the ."weak link theory", 
holding that fibers broken at a finite jaw spacing -
were much weaker than when broken with no space 
between the jaws. In 1948, Phillips\111, 112], Working 
at the.Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, reported 

. that cotton fiber bundles lost about half of their 
strength when broken a,t a 5 mm gauge length 
instead af a zero gauge. Phillips used a modified 
Scott tester for this work and adapted the Pressley 
clamps to it, enabling varying jaw spacing and 
simulation of the same rate of loading used for yarns. 
He also demonstrated that the 5 mmgauge length 
was a significantly better predictor oJ the strength of 
tire cords made from the cotton. . 

II •• l.stn ... 1IIs fer ...... g flat I •• dl •• 

Hugh BrownI51,161, wodong with the New Clemson 
Flat Bundle tester, recommended that a gauge length 
of 3 mm be used for testing cotton fibers. The 
Ciemsol1'test instrument could be set to five differenf 
gauge lengthS: Q, 2, 4, 6 af\d 8 mm. Sttbsequent 
models Following this, new models of the Pressley 
tester were equipped with slots to accept clamps 
without a spacer or using a If, inch gauge metal 
spacer behveen the damps. The 1/, inch spacer was 
used because 3 mm steel stock was not readily 
available in the U.S. at the time. TJle 1/. inch spacer 
was the closest equivale.nt.available at 9.2 millimeters. 

Shortly thereafter, or perhaps .....qthin the same 
time frame, the Spinlab company produced a bundle 
test instrument called the Stelometer. [9] This 
machine prc;wided a constant rate ot' load and a 
measurement of fiber elongation as well as the . 
breaking strength at both V. inch and zero gauge 
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lengths. This test method was first published by 
ASTMin1952·131 

An extensi~ study of these three machines 
operating at bqth zero gauge length and at 2, 3 and 4 
Q1illimeter spacing was reported by Bwley and 
.Carpenter of the U.S. Department of Agric'wture in 
1955.[71 This work was done using a modified 
Pressley instrument ard the Clemson tester. The 
~telometer became available later in the study and 
only the Vsinch g!,uge data was reported fo{, this 
instrument. . 
, This report concluded: 

a. O ne machine was not superior to aflother 
. in explaining test variation or in predicting 
yarn strength 
b. MaxiI,!lurn Significance was obtained at 
the 1/, inch gauge sp,acing 
c. All three testers produced results on 
different test levels 
The Clemson tester never came into wide use 

because of the difficulty and associated errors in 
' reading the charts used with it. The Stelometer, 
because of the pretensioning device and the'constant 
ra te of load, became the instrument of choice for 
making 1/. inch spanlength measurements. The 
Pressley continued in wide use for making zero 
gauge measurements. These values were already in 
wide use in ~Iuating commercial shipments of 
cotton, with calibration provided by the USDA to 
control test levels. . 

The V. inch gauge test was readily accepted in 
the scientific community, especially among cotton 
breeders who were developing new variet ies. 
~ventualJy, hOWfV€r, the large difference in test 
leVels between laboratories and between the 
Stelometer and Pressley, however, .became a matter 
of concern . In 1964, Joseph T. Rouse p.ublished a 

. letter to the editor of the Textile Research Journal on 
the subject.J16] In' this letter, Rous.e presented data 
showing that the ?telomet~r strength measurements 
were 10 to 1p percent lower than the Pressley 
measurements, and w>ed correction factors com~ 
puted from standard calibration cotton to adjust 
th,esedata to produce good agreement between the 
two machines. 

Pursuit of faster lostru_ 

At the urging of the National Cotton Council and the 
Cotton Producers Institute, the Stanford Research In
stituteengaged in research and develQpment directed 
toward building a faster cotton strength test machine .. 



This device was reported by Berriman and Levy , 
during the 1965 Cotton Research Clinic.f4J The 
prototype machine was designed to produce over 
200 tests per hour with good correlation with 
existing testing machines. The machine was com- . 
posed of a turntable with six stations where the 
cotton \yaS mechanically prepared and analyzed for 
strength and elongation. The turnt~ble was driven 
by' a variable speed electric motor and hydraulic 
pressure was used to activate the d amps. The six 
stations consisted of feeding the fibers, combing 
out loose fibers, brushing and straightel)ing, measur
ing fi ber density, tensile testing, and damp cleaning. 

This research indicated that high speed strength 
tests could be done. This prototype was never 
produced commercjaJly, hoWever, beea'use of its size, 
complexity and cost. 

n.. HVI Slro.9th Tester 

During the early 1960s, Glen Witts, president of 
Motion Control, Inc. in Dallas, Texas, began working ' 
to develop an automated strength test instru
ment. f17J His~arly work was supported by the 
Plains Cotton Cooperative Association of Lubbock, 
Texas. The overriding objective, ,moreover, was to 
assemble a series of high speed test instruments to 
rapidly measure all the importan~ quality characteris
tics of cotton. A fiber strength instrument was at 
that time seen as the missing link. This work gained 
the interest and support of USDA, and a contract for 
the development of a complete system, i~cluding 
strength, was issued in 1967.and demonstrated by 
USDA in 1968. The Motion Control strength test 
instrument was unique in several res~ts: 

· It operated at acceptable speeds (less than 10 
seconds). 

· Leather jaw facing was replaced by a series of 
moving paper tap"'€s. 

· It uhlized t~e length gauge to sense the beard 
mass and Signal the strength tester when the 
proper mass was reached, enabling the specimens to 
be broken at a constant mass, thus eliminating the 

. necessity for weighing. 
· All test data was calculated and transmitted · 

automatically, freeing the operators of this burden
some task. 

Today all HVI systems incorporate the ideas 
generated in this first machine. The most significant 
improvement has been the replacement of the . . 
moving jaw paper with a special wear-resistant 
plastic jaw surface. 
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